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Electrodynamics of Mars’ dynamo region

Keypoints:

• Mars is neither magnetized like Earth,
Jupiter, Saturn, or Uranus, nor demagne-
tized like Venus: hence it is curious.

• Our work is a collaboration between intru-
mentalists (at SSL), and modelers (BU, GT,
SSL).
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Electrodynamics of Mars’ dynamo region

Outline

Keypoints:

• Mars is fascinating. ‘‘He [Dave Brain] can’t
believe that someone is willing to pay him
to think about Mars all day.’’ About Dave
Brain as a Lecturer at Berkeley.

• Here my goal is to explain to you why we
study Mars’ ionosphere, how our group does
it, and what our recent results are.

1’0”

http://cse.ssl.berkeley.edu/astro48bcc/lecturers.html
http://cse.ssl.berkeley.edu/astro48bcc/lecturers.html
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Mars’ Dynamo Region (I)

Definition: A dynamo current is generated by differential motions of positive
and negative species.

Mars’ case:

�

positive ions → governed by collision with atmospheric wind-driven neutral
particles (demagnetized)�

electrons → governed by gyromotion (magnetized)

Magnetized ions ⇒ No dynamo current
Magnetized electrons
Demagnetized ions ⇒ Ionospheric current
Magnetized electrons
Demagnetized ions ⇒ No differential current
Demagnetized electrons
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Introduction

Mars’ Dynamo Region (I)

Keypoints:

• A dynamo current is generated by differen-
tial motions of positive and negative species.
Between ∼100–200 km, ion motion is driven
by collisions and electrons driven by the mag-
netic field.

• Above the dynamo regions, both electrons
and ions are driven by the magnetic field (gy-
romotions), and below, there either absent
(very low density) or guided by collisions.

• Estimates based on:

-- O+
2 : most abundant ion

-- CO2: most abundant neutral
-- electron

• Altitudes:

-- HL: lower boundary of the dynamo
region

-- HU: upper boundary of the dynamo
region

ΩO+
2

= νO+
2 −CO2

(HU) & Ωe = νe−CO2
(HL)

z&HU
νO+

2 −CO2
�ΩO+

2
Magnetized ions ⇒ No dynamo current

νe−CO2
�Ωe Magnetized electrons

HL.z.HU
νO+

2 −CO2
&ΩO+

2
Demagnetized ions ⇒ Ionospheric current

νe−CO2
�Ωe Magnetized electrons

z.HL
νO+

2 −CO2
&ΩO+

2
Demagnetized ions ⇒ No differential current

νe−CO2
&Ωe Demagnetized electrons
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Mars’ Dynamo Region (II)

Figure: Expected locations of nighttime ionospheric currents (a) ~B=20 nT bz (typical);

(b) ~B=2000 nT bz (near ne peak).
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Introduction

Mars’ Dynamo Region (II)

Keypoints:

• In this graphical representation of the mech-
anisms described before, one can see that
the altitude of the dynamo regions is directly
dependent of the magnitude of the magnetic
field.

• The collision frequency couples the charge
carriers (ions and electrons) to the neutrals,
while the gyrofrequency couples the charge
carriers to the magnetic field. The green-
shadowed region shows where ions and elec-
trons are coupled to different processes.
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Objectives of the Study

Figure: Radial magnetic field (Br ) computed at
200 km altitude in color, overlain on gray-shaded
topographic gradient map of Mars (MOLA data).
The dark grey bands show regions of inadequate
data coverage [Purucker et al., 2000, Plate 1].

The M4 approach [Riousset et al., 2013a]:

Mars (CO2, & O)
Multifluid (O+

2 , CO+
2 , O+, & e)

MagnetoHydroDynamic (MHD)
Model

Two case studies [Riousset et al., 2013b]:

Cusp: case of the isolated buried mag-
netic dipole
Arcades: striped magnetic topology
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Introduction

Objectives of the Study

Keypoints:

• We are using a Multifluid, i.e., not particle
approach to study the macroscopic dynamics
of the atmospheric plasma, due to electro-
magnetic effects, and hydrodynamic (classic
fluid mechanic effects) via MHD approach.

• Our work is based on observations of the
planet’s atmosphere and ionosphere (Viking)
and magnetic fields (MGS/MagnetoMeter)
to propose and explain of observable effects:
Mars is losing its atmosphere.

3’30”
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Initial Conditions
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Initial Conditions
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Mars’ Multifluid MHD Model

Initial Conditions

Keypoints:

• The only records of ion density profile we
have come from Viking I and II landers in...
1976.

• We use a bit of ingeniosity to derive the
fraction of each ion in the ionosphere and
use the well-known electron density profiles
to create our initial ionosphere. We top
that with known temperature and neutral
densities, complete it with the perfect gas
law to create a full set of initial conditions.

Comments:

• Nighttime ionosphere (no photoionization)

• Non-uniform 3-D Cartesian grid:

-- 800 km×800 km×300 km
-- Horizontal resolution: 10.0–∼35 km
-- Vertical resolution: 4.0–∼22 km

• 2-step Runge-Kutta method [Balay et al.,
1997; Pacheco, 1996; Press et al., 1992]

-- δt.1 ms

Comments (cont.):

• Initial conditions:

-- Horizontally uniform atmo-
spheric/ionospheric profiles at
t=0 s

-- ~Vn=100 m/s bx
-- ~Vi=100 m/s by

Figure: 100 nT surface levels of Mars’ crustal
fields using Purucker et al.’s [2000] magnetic field
model [Brecht and Ledvina, 2010]. 4’30”
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Multifluid Model Formulation

Based on Paty and Winglee [2006] for Ganymede published in [Riousset et al.,
2013a]

Conservation of matter (O+
2 , CO+

2 , & O+)

Plasma approximation (e)

Equation of state (O+
2 , CO+

2 , O+, & e)

Conservation of momentum (O+
2 , CO+

2 , & O+)

Plasma current definition (e)

Maxwell–Faraday equation (~B)

Maxwell–Ampère equation (~J)

Generalized Ohm’s law (~E)
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Mars’ Multifluid MHD Model

Multifluid Model Formulation

Keypoints:

• ‘‘Fluid variables’’ (densities,
pressure, and velocities) are cal-
culated using classic fluid equa-
tions (conservations of matter,
momentum, and equation of
state).

• ‘‘Electromagnetic variables’’
(magnetic field, current, and
electric field) are calculated
using Maxwell-Faraday and
Maxwell-Ampère equations and
the generalized Ohm’s law.

• Our model is specific in that it
does not define a conductivity
coefficient but trully model its
effects via the collisions (i-n, e-
n, i-i, e-i). In the absence of
such collisions, there is no dy-
namo region possible.

• No H+, no IMF drapping field.

Comments:

• Fundamental equations

• Elastic ion–neutral collision

• Electron–neutral collisions (implemented)

∂~B

∂t
= −∇× ~E

~J =
∇× ~B
µ0

~E =
~J × ~B
ene

−
X

i

ni
~Vi × ~B
ne

−
∇Pe

ene
+

me

e

X
n

νn−e

“
~Un − ~Ve

”
∂ni

∂t
= −∇ ·

“
ni
~Vi

”
ne =

X
i

ni

∂Pi

∂t
= −∇ ·

“
Pi
~Vi

”
+ (γ − 1)~Vi · ∇Pi

∂Pe

∂t
= −∇ ·

“
Pe
~Ve

”
+ (γ − 1)~Ve · ∇Pe

ρi
∂~Vi

∂t
= −ρi

“
~Vi · ∇

”
~Vi + qini

“
~E + ~Vi × ~B

”
−∇Pi −

ρiGMM

(RM + r)2
r̂+
X

n

ρiνi−n

“
~Un − ~Vi

”
~Ve =

X
i

ni
~Vi

ne
−

~J

ene
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Magnetic Cusp

Magnetic Field

Isolated dipole

Vertical, upward, buried at –20 km

Magnetic moment: ~µ=1016 A·m2 bz
Analog to cusp (e.g., at (15◦N;15◦E)
and (10◦S;110◦E))

Building block for complex structure
(loop, arcades)
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Results for Magnetic Cusp and Arcades

Magnetic Cusp

Magnetic Field

Keypoints:

• We simplify the problem into two fundamen-
tal cases: a magnetic cusp, and magnetic
arcades. The first is both representative of
local geometry, and building block of the
second.

• In this first case, a single dipole is embed-
ded at −20 km, and produces the cusp con-
figuration, with reasonable magnetic field
magnitudes.

6’15”
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Magnetic Cusp

Electric Field

Generalized Ohm’s law:

~E = ~E1 + ~E2 + ~E3 + ~E4

~E1 =
~J × ~B
ene

~E2 = −
X

i

ni
~Vi × ~B
ne

~E3 = −∇Pe

ene

~E4 = me
e

P
t=i,n νte

“
~Vt − ~Ve

”
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Results for Magnetic Cusp and Arcades

Magnetic Cusp

Electric Field

Keypoints:

• The effects of each component of the gen-
eralized Ohm’s law can be visualized in this
projection of the electric field in 3 planes (2
vertical planes and 1 horizontal at 112 km,
in the dynamo region).

• The uniform neutral winds break the cylin-
drical symmetries creating the differences
observed in the figure.

~Eα Direction of ~Eα

~E1 =
~J × ~B
ene

−bz & outward directed from the cusp

~E2 = −
X

i

ni
~Vi × ~B
ne

+by &


+bz if y ≤ 0
−bz if y ≥ 0

~E3 = −
∇Pe

ene


−bz if z ≤ 130 km
+bz if 130 ≤ z ≤ 160 km

~E4 = me
e

P
t=i,n νte

“
~Vt − ~Ve

” 
' ~0 away from the cusp
horizontal, CCW else
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Results for Magnetic Cusp and Arcades

Magnetic Cusp

Dynamo Current

Keypoints:

• The ions are deviated into the neutral wind
directions by collisions. Therefore, the torus-

shaped current forms due to the ~E×~B-drift
of electrons.

• One can verify that the direction of the
current can also be retrieved from the right-

hand rule: ~J=
∇× ~B
µ0

Comments:

• solid black arrows indicate the direction of
the dynamo current

• solid magenta lines indicate the magnetic
field lines

9’30”
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Terra Sirenum

Magnetic Field

9 dipoles

Vertical, upward and downward, buried at –20 km

Magnetic moment: ~µ=±1016 A·m2 bz
Riousset et al. Electrodynamics of Mars’ dynamo region 11/15
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Results for Magnetic Cusp and Arcades

Terra Sirenum

Magnetic Field

Keypoints:

• For illustrative/descriptive purposes, one
can use as few as 9 dipoles to create reason-
able magnetic arcades.

• We use three rows of dipoles evenly spaced,
100 km-apart. The central row is consti-
tuted of inverted diples, and flanked of two
rows of upward dipoles just like the one we
use to produce the previous example.

• Inverted dipoles act exactly as upward dipole
except that they reverse the asymmetry in
~E .

10’15”
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Results for Magnetic Cusp and Arcades

Terra Sirenum

Dynamo Current

Keypoints:

• The organized pattern of the modeled dy-
namo current can be straightforwardly ex-
plained using the results magnetic dipoles,
and the principle of superposition.

• There is a current developing above the re-
gions of converging field lines, but not above
the magnetic loops.

Results:

• The solid black arrows indicate the direction
of the dynamo current.

• The colormap shows the amplitude of the
current density with blue representing the
lower values, and red the more intense cur-
rents.

• The solid magenta lines indicate the mag-
netic field lines.

11’00”
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Principal Contributions

The principal results and contributions following from this work can be
summarized as follows:

1 The dynamo current forms in a torus shape around the base of an isolated
magnetic cusp due to the ~E×~B-drift of electrons;

2 The asymmetry in the horizontal component of the electric field is explained
by the dependence of ~E on the collision-driven ion dynamics;

3 The organized pattern of the dynamo current produced by a striped magnetic
field topology can be straightforwardly explained using the results from
isolated vertically oriented, upward and downward magnetic dipoles, and
the principle of superposition;

4 Strongly magnetized regions of Mars (e.g., Terra Sirenum) are likely to
shield the local atmosphere and alter the motion of charged particles from
the lower to the upper atmosphere.
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